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Abstract We introduce two symmetrized versions of the popular divide-andchoose mechanism for the allocation of a collectively owned indivisible good between two agents when monetary compensation is available. Our proposals retain the simplicity of divide-and-choose and correct its expost asymmetry. When there is complete information, i.e., agents know each other well, both mechanisms implement in subgame perfect equilibria a unique allocation that would be obtained by a balanced market. The results hold for general continuous preferences that may not be quasi-linear. JEL classification: D63, C72. Keywords: indivisible goods; no-envy; implementation in subgame perfect equilibria.
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Introduction



We consider the equitable allocation of a collectively owned object (indivisible good) when monetary compensation is available between two agents who know each other well, as in the dissolution of a 50%-50% owned family business.1 Our main contribution is the introduction of two modified versions of ∗ Thanks to an Associate Editor, two anonymous referees, and audiences at SCW14, UT Austin, UT Dallas/SMU Bargaining Workshop 14 for helpful comments. All errors are our own. Nicolò [email protected] and [email protected]; Velez [email protected] 1 Symmetric two-party partnerships are the modal form of business cooperation. For instance, Hauswald and Hege (2006) find that the majority of US joint ventures recorded by the Thomson Financial Securities Data in the period 1985-2000 are 50%-50% agreements.
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the popular divide-and-choose mechanism. One mechanism resembles a natural sequential price negotiation in which both agents have the opportunity to make proposals and reach an agreement –see below for a precise description. The other mechanism is a two-step application of the divide-and-choose mechanism. Each subgame perfect equilibrium of our mechanisms results in an equitable compromise independently of the order in which proposals are made. Our proposals preserve the simplicity of the divide-and-choose mechanism without being biased towards the first mover. The availability of equitable mechanisms is important in a market society. Economists have acknowledged the fundamental role of social trust for creating cooperation and have studied which factors are more relevant to determine the level of trust in a society. Ostrom (2000) points out that one of the key factors is the emergence of fair rules.2 Productive activities are often conducted by groups of individuals who join their effort to achieve common goals. Thus, economic growth is indeed fostered by economic and social institutions that favor welfare enhancing exchanges, trades, and business agreements. Our aim then is to identify equitable mechanisms. Our first step is to identify equitable allocations. In order to do so one can find an intuitively equitable institution and then select the optimal allocations that in ideal conditions the institution would produce. In our case, this is achieved by a market in which each agent, thought to be a price taker, owns half of the aggregate income. These allocations, which we refer to as equal-income market allocations, capture much of our desiderata of equity. They are efficient (Svensson, 1983). Moreover, since agents have the same income, they maximize in identical budget sets. Alternatively, in order to identify equitable allocations one can simply declare a desiderata of properties that an equitable allocation should have and then find the allocations that satisfy it. It turns out that requiring efficiency and that no agent should prefer the allotment of the other, i.e., the celebrated no-envy (Foley, 1967; Varian, 1974), exactly conduces to the set of equal-income market allocations (Svensson, 1983). With this solid foundation we concentrate on the implementation of equal-income market allocations. Our second step is to account for agents’ incentives. It is well known that it is impossible to implement equal-income market allocations in dominant strategies (Alkan et al., 1991; Tadenuma and Thomson, 1995a). In view of this impossibility, one can construct games whose Nash equilibrium outcomes are equal-income market allocations. An intuitive way to do this is by means of a 2 "Fair rules of distribution help to build trusting relationships, since more individuals are willing to abide by these rules because they participated in their design and also because they meet shared concepts of fairness." (Ostrom, 2000, pag. 150).
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so called α-auction: ask agents to bid for the object; then a highest bidder gets the object and transfers an α-convex-combination between the winner and the loser bid (Cramton et al., 1987; Brown and Velez, 2016).3 Alternative simultaneous proposals abound. Unfortunately, it is well known that the performance of simultaneous move mechanisms is compromised by the presence of boundedly rational players (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995). Indeed, the α-auctions perform poorly in an experimental environment (Brown and Velez, 2016). This leads us to consider fully sequential mechanisms. The most popular alternative here is the so called divide-and-choose mechanism (Crawford and Heller, 1979), which resembles the popular cake cutting procedure and implements in subgame perfect equilibria the “extremes” of the set of market outcomes.4 Here, an agent chosen at random proposes the transfer that the agent who gets the object gives the other agent. The second agent decides either to get the object and make the proposed transfer, or to give up the object and take the transfer. In any subgame perfect equilibrium, the proposer takes advantage of her role and extracts all possible “equity surplus” from the other agent. This ex-post asymmetry turns out to be problematic. In laboratory experiments subgame perfect proposals are received with a retaliation strategy from the chooser, who can induce a big loss for the proposer at a low cost to him by just choosing the inefficient outcome (Guth et al., 1982; Brown and Velez, 2016). This welfare loss is significant (Brown and Velez, 2016). We are, hence, interested in solving both limitations of simultaneous move mechanisms and the divide-and-choose mechanisms. We proceed in two steps. First, we identify a market outcome that, away from the extremes chosen by divide-and-choose, is a compromise that balances the interests of both agents within the set of equal-income market allocations. One can argue that at each equal-income market allocation each agent perceives a bias towards herself. This bias can be measured for, say agent i , by the maximal amount of money that one can add to the consumption of the other agent without causing agent i to prefer the other’s allotment (Tadenuma and Thomson, 1995b). We select the equal-income market allocation at which the perceived biases of both agents are equal, which is essentially unique. We refer to it as the balanced market 3 The online dispute resolution system http://www.fairout omes. om/ offers the intermediate price auction, i.e., α = 21 , under the Fair Buy-Sell system. 4 The divide-and-choose mechanism has been a focal point in the fair cake division literature (Brams and Taylor, 1996) and has been adapted to multiple environments (Crawford and Heller, 1979; Crawford, 1980; Moulin, 1981; Thomson, 2005). Closely related to our results, Nicolò and Yu (2008) propose a mechanism that obtains envy-free allocations in the cake division problem. The mechanism is a multi-step sequential game form in which each agent at each step receives a morsel of the cake that is the intersection of what she asks for herself and what the other agent concedes.
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allocation.5 Then, we construct two simple fully sequential mechanisms that implement in subgame perfect equilibria the balanced market allocation.6 Our first mechanism works as follows. An agent, say agent A, announces to be either the buyer or the seller and proposes a price (the outcome of the game is independent of the identity of the first mover). Suppose agent A announces to be the buyer and proposes price pA . Agent B can either, steal A’s proposal and buy at pA –which ends the game, or renegotiate and propose a price pB . If agent B renegotiates, agent A can then either steal B ’s proposal and sell at pB –which ends the game, or compromise and buy at the average between pA and pB . If agent A announces to be the seller and proposes price pA , the symmetric game unfolds. An interesting feature of this mechanism is that its subgame perfect equilibria exhibit an intuitive feature of situations in which agents compromise. In equilibrium agents make proposals that one can characterize as extreme. However, their extreme proposals balance each other and an equitable compromise, the balanced market outcome, is reached. The second mechanism we propose is a two-step application of the divide-and-choose mechanism (i.e., use the divide-and-choose principle to assign proposer role in the divide-and-choose mechanism).7 Curiously, one may think that this mechanism leads to the middle point of the set of equal-income market allocations, but it actually leads to the balanced market allocation independently of who the first mover is. Our implementation result is obtained in a domain of preferences that contains, but is not restricted to, quasi-linear preferences. As long as agents’ preferences are increasing in money, there will be an essentially unique balanced market allocation, which is implemented in subgame perfect equilibria by our mechanism. This level of generality, rarely found in implementation results, allows us to account for common phenomena as the complementarity of money and objects, or the natural asymmetry between making or receiving a money transfer under liquidity constraints (see Example 1). 5 Our selection has the property that for a fixed preference profile, the welfare of each agent is an increasing function of the aggregate consumption of money (Velez, 2016b). 6 Our approach is close in spirit to LiCalzi and Nicolò (2009) who identify a unique egalitarianequivalent allocation for a the land division problem and implement it in subgame perfect equilibrium. 7 The idea of auctioning the proposer role in the divide-and-choose mechanism was advanced first by Crawford (1979) for the allocation of a bundle of infinitely divisible goods.
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Related literature



The equitable allocation of indivisible goods when monetary compensation is available has been the object of an extensive literature. Existence of equalincome market allocations has been established under very mild assumptions on preferences (Svensson, 1983; Maskin, 1987; Alkan et al., 1991; Velez, 2016a). Even though the set of equal-income market allocations generically has a continuum of allocations, none of the popular axioms of solidarity, monotonicity, and consistency has produced any focal selection from the set. Due to this indeterminacy several authors have proposed selections from this set based on intuitive criteria (e.g., Tadenuma and Thomson, 1995b; Aragones, 1995; Abdulkadiro˘glu et al., 2004; Velez, 2011). Our balanced market allocation is indeed the allocation selected by the “equal-compensation solution” of Tadenuma and Thomson (1995b). Thus, a corollary of our result is that our mechanisms implement in subgame perfect equilibria the equal-compensation solution in the two-agent case. The majority of studies that consider incentives issues in our environment have focused on simultaneous move mechanisms that fully implement the set of equal-income market allocations (Moulin, 1984; Tadenuma ¯ and Thomson, 1995a; Abdulkadiro˘glu et al., 2004; Azacis, 2008; Beviá, 2010; Velez, 2011; Andersson et al., 2014a,b; Velez, 2015; Fujinaka and Wakayama, 2015) or mechanisms that hold no relation with equal-income market allocations (Brams and Kilgour, 2001). The closest paper to ours is Moulin (1984) whose conditional auction mechanism implements the balanced market outcome in our environment when preferences are quasi-linear. In contrast with our simple mechanism, the conditional auction mechanism requires agents submit tridimensional simultaneous reports.8 There is extensive literature studying the dissolution of a partnership in an incomplete information setting. The main interest is the design of ex-post efficient mechanisms that satisfy participation constraints. Surprisingly, in an independent private-value setting, there are ex-post-efficient interim-individually-rational incentive-compatible mechanisms for a non-trivial set of ownership distributions that contains and is centered in the symmetric ownership case (Cramton et al., 1987).9 Only a few of the mechanisms that have been identified in this literature are of interest to us, for they usually depend on the distribution of agents’ valuations. The most notable exceptions are the α8 As the divide-and-choose mechanism and Moulin’s conditional auction, our two mechanisms have the property that each agent has a maximin strategy guaranteeing her worst equalincome market payoff. 9 This basic result does not extend to more general information and types structure (see Moldovanu, 2002, for a survey).
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auctions (Cramton et al., 1987) and the divide-and-choose mechanism (McAfee, 1992). Even though the divide-and-choose mechanism is not efficient under incomplete information, it has received great attention due to its simplicity and prevalence in practice (de Frutos and Kittsteiner, 2008). It turns out that if this mechanism is concatenated with an ascending price auction where agents bid for the right to choose, the mechanism becomes efficient. One of the mechanisms we propose to implement the balanced market allocation, the two-step divide-and-choose, is strategically equivalent to the divide-and-chose mechanism preceded by an auction of the proposer role in which reports are requested sequentially and bids are publicly announced. The paper proceeds as follows. In section 3, we give preliminary notation and we introduce the problem we are dealing with. In section 4 we define the balanced market allocation we want to implement and describe our sequential mechanisms to implement it. Section 5 concludes and discusses the extension of our results for symmetric partnerships with more than two agents. An Appendix contains the statement and proof of a general form of our implementation result.
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The problem



We consider two agents, {1, 2}, who collectively and symmetrically own an object. Generic agents are i and j . The object is to be assigned to one of the agents. They can compensate or be compensated with money. We assume that there is no limit in the amount of money that an agent can pay or receive. We normalize the initial endowments of money to zero. We denote the transfer from the agent who receives the object to the other agent by x . This transfer may be negative, meaning that the agent who does not receive the object compensates the agent who does –the object may represent a task for which the agents are collectively responsible. Our model is ordinal, i.e., our primitive is agent’s preferences. For simplicity we introduce utility representation. Agent i ’s preferences are represented by a utility function that assigns u i (x ) to receiving the object and transferring x to the other agent. Each agent’s utility of receiving transfer x and no object is normalized to x . We assume that u is onto, continuous, and strictly decreasing. With this we guarantee that the object has no infinite value in terms of money. Under these assumptions, there is a unique amount of money xi∗ such that agent i would be indifferent between receiving the object and transferring xi∗ to agent j or agent j receiving the object and transferring xi∗ to agent i , i.e., xi∗ = u i (xi∗ ). We refer to xi∗ as agent i ’s net-valuation for the object. Let x and x be the minimum and maximum of 6



x1∗ and x2∗ , respectively. For simplicity, we refer to an agent with higher netvaluation as a high valuation agent and to an agent with lower net-valuation as a low valuation agent. Our domain contains, but is not restricted to the domain of quasi-linear preferences. Formally, a preference is quasilinear if it admits a representation of the form u i (x ) = vi − x for some vi ∈ R.10 The domain of quasi-linear preferences is popular in applications and is suitable for experimental work. The quasi-linear domain is narrow, however. For instance, it cannot capture the asymmetry of positive and negative transfers that is induced by liquidity constraints and other real life relevant phenomena. We illustrate with an example. Example 1. Mark and Eduardo own a startup company together (50% each). One year before they can get to an IPO they find irreconcilable differences and decide to terminate their partnership. The value of the company depends on which partner retains the company. Mark would be able to reach a market capitalization of $100 million. Eduardo would reach $50 million. Eduardo belongs to a wealthy family and has access to zero interest credit. Thus, Eduardo’s utility of retaining the company and transferring x (in millions) to Mark is u E (x ) = 50 − x and x E∗ = 25 million. Mark, on the other hand, would have to pay the market effective annual rate, r , on any compensation that he gives Eduardo in order to retain the company. Thus, Mark’s utility of retaining the company and ∗ transferring x to Eduardo is u M (x ) = 100 − (1 + r )x and xM = 100/(2 + r ). We will come back to this example to illustrate our results and will assume ∗ = x , i.e., r is at most two hundred percent. throughout that x = x E∗ < xM An allocation is a equal-income market allocation if it can be sustained as a competitive equilibrium as follows: there is a price p for the object, each agent receives an income of p /2 and chooses between paying p for the object or keeping income p /2, and market clears. The set of these allocations can be described easily in our environment by means of the agents’ net-valuations. Consider a price p . If p ≥ 2x , the low valuation agent weakly prefers to free the object and get income p /2. If p ≤ 2x , the high valuation agent weakly prefers to buy the object at price p . Thus, for each p ∈ [2x , 2x ] there is a competitive equilibrium in which the high valuation agent buys the object. For a price outside this interval, either both agents prefer to buy the object, or both prefer not to. Thus, the market clearing condition cannot be satisfied. Thus, the set of 10 When preferences are quasilinear, the parameter vi is usually referred to as the agent’s valuation. In our environment, in which the agent has a right or a responsibility over the object, the relevant figure is the net-valuation, which in this case is vi /2.
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equilibrium prices is the interval [2x , 2x ] and the set of competitive equilibrium outcomes, i.e., equal-income market allocations, are those at which the high valuation agent receives the object and transfers an amount x ∈ [ x , x ] to the low valuation agent. If both agents have equal valuations, there is essentially one equal-income market allocation at which any agent gets the object and transfers her valuation to the other agent. It is impossible to make a strategy-proof selection from the set of equalincome market allocations (Alkan et al., 1991; van Damme, 1992; Tadenuma and Thomson, 1995a).11 This impossibility has been bypassed to some extent. There is a wide range of simultaneous move mechanism, whose equilibrium correspondence, in a complete information environment, assigns to each utility profile its set of equal-income market allocations. Examples are the αauctions (Cramton et al., 1987) and the direct revelation mechanisms that select for each utility profile an equal-income market allocation (see Velez, 2015, and references within). It is good news that the non-cooperative equilibrium outcomes from αauctions and other simultaneous move mechanisms are equal-income market allocations with respect to the true preferences. One may be interested in using a different mechanism, however. First, it may be desirable to have mechanisms that make more refined selections from the set of equal-income market allocations. Second, all these mechanisms require agent’s coordination and inherit the bounded rationality issues that have been identified by experimental economists for simultaneous games (Brown and Velez, 2016). It turns out that as long as one uses a simultaneous-move mechanism, it is nearly impossible to have equilibrium outcomes that are a proper subset of the equal-income market allocations (Tadenuma and Thomson, 1995a; Velez, 2016b). Thus, in order to attempt to achieve a finer selection of equal-income market allocations, it is necessary to consider implementation in subgame perfect equilibria by means of sequential mechanisms. We take this a step further and design mechanisms that are fully sequential and have perfect information, i.e., at each step only one agent takes an action, and this agent is informed about all the events that have previously occurred in the game.12 Only a few sequential mechanisms that implement equal-income market allocations have been identified in the literature. The most prominent is the divide-and-choose mechanism, which can be restated in terms of transfers as follows: pick one agent at random to propose a transfer x from the agent who 11 A solution is strategy-proof if for each preference profile it is a dominant strategy to report her true preferences for each agent. 12 Moore and Repullo (1988) argue that the subgame perfect prediction is specially compelling for fully sequential machanisms.
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receives the object to the other agent; then the other agent decides to get the object and transfer x to the other agent, or get the transfer x . This mechanism has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium, depending on who the proposer is. A high valuation proposer will name a transfer x and the other agent would accept the transfer. A low valuation proposer will name a transfer x and the other agent would get the object and transfer x to her. Brown and Velez (2016) experimentally evaluated the performance of αauction with α = 1 and the divide-and-choose mechanisms. Even though the divide-and-choose mechanism significantly outperforms the auction, it loses 15% of efficient allocations and 19% of competitive allocations with respect to the subgame perfect equilibrium prediction. This loss is caused by the asymmetry of the mechanism after the proposer is determined. In the subgame perfect equilibrium of the mechanism, the chooser is indifferent among the bundles offered by the proposer. Thus, when the proposer selects a proposal that is very close to the subgame perfect one, the chooser can, at almost no cost, punish the proposer by selecting the inefficient outcome. For instance, if a high valuation proposer offers a transfer x + δ, the chooser would lose 2δ by selecting to get the object and doing the transfer. If δ is small, choosers indeed pay this cost and express their displeasure for the proposal. This experimental evidence motivates our designing new sequential mechanisms that pick in unique subgame perfect equilibrium a more central selection from the set of equal-income market allocations. Our restriction to sequential mechanisms allows us to aim for essentially single valued outcomes and avoid bounded rationality issues associates with simultaneous move mechanisms. By selecting more central allocations we intend to avoid the reciprocity issues that compromise the performance of divide-and-choose. We proceed in two steps. First, we borrow from the literature on normative economics and identify a salient equal-income market allocation. Then we construct two simple sequential mechanisms that select in unique subgame perfect equilibria this central allocation.
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A balanced market allocation and how to achieve it



We are interested in finding a compromise between the interests of both agents among all equal-income market allocations. In order to do so we measure how biased each equal-income market allocation is and use this measure to select a central allocation in this set. Recall that the set of equal-income market allocations is isomorphic to the interval [x , x ]. At each equal-income market allocation a high valuation agent
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receives the object and transfers an amount in this interval to the other agent. From the point of view of the low valuation agent, the only unbiased equalincome market allocation is that in which she receives x , because at this allocation both agents receive equal value allotments with respect to her own welfare index. Moreover, any other equal-income market allocation is biased towards her, for she finds her consumption preferable than that of the other agent. Curiously, exactly the same happens for the high valuation agent. From her point of view, x is only unbiased equal-income market allocation and all other equal-income market allocations are biased towards her. Thus, we cannot find an allocation that is perceived as unbiased by both agents. In general each equal-income market allocation will be perceived by both agents as being biased towards themselves. Our approach is then to measure these perceived biases in a comparable way and make them equal. Tadenuma and Thomson (1995b) propose to measure how well an agent, say i , is treated in relation to agent j , at an equal-income market allocation x , by means of the maximal amount of money that can be added to the consumption of agent j without causing agent i to prefer j ’s allotment. For our high valuation agent, this bias, which we denote by bh (x ), is the amount of money such that u h (x ) = x + bh (x ). For the low valuation agent, this bias, which we denote by bl (x ), is the amount that would make indifferent the agent between being paid x to give up the object or paying x − bl (x ) for it, i.e., u l (x − bl (x )) = x . Since bh (x ) − bl (x ) ≥ 0, bh (x ) − bl (x ) ≤ 0, and this difference is a monotone function of x , a standard argument shows that there is a unique xb that makes the agents’ perceived biases equal, i.e., bh ( xb) = bl ( xb ). We refer to this allocation as the balanced market allocation. Example 1 (continuation). Recall that in our example, Mark is the high valuation agent and Eduardo the low valuation agent. Then, for an equal-income market allocation x , 100 − (1 + r )x = x + bh (x ) and 50 − (x − bl (x )) = x . Thus, 150 . xb = 4+r It is instructive to compare this balanced market allocation with the middle point of the interval of equal-income market allocations: 50 − 25r 50 − 25r x +x −x = < = xb − x . 2 4 + 2r 4+r



Thus, the balanced market allocation is to the right of the median equal-income market allocation. Intuitively, this is so because each dollar that Eduardo gives up releases Mark from the burden of paying interest over that dollar. Thus, moving away from their respective worst equal-income market allocations, Mark’s perceived bias increases quicker than Eduardo’s. 10



Let us measure how sensitive our balanced market allocation is to the asymmetry in credit conditions for the agents by means of the percentage of the size of the set of equal-income market allocations that the credit constrained agent ends up paying in excess of the median equal-income market allocation, i.e., xb − x 1 r . − = x − x 2 2(4 + r )



For an annual effective interest rate of 8%, the credit constrained agent will end up paying about 1% of the size of equal-income market allocations above the median equal-income market allocation.



We say that a sequential mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibria the balanced market allocation(s) if for each u , the following two conditions hold: (i) each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the game induced by the mechanism for profile u is a balanced market allocation for u , and (ii) each balanced market allocation for u is a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of this game. We present two mechanisms that implement the balanced market allocation in subgame perfect equilibria.



Divide-and-compromise mechanism. A randomly selected agent, say agent i , proposes either to buy or sell the object and names a price. Suppose that i proposes to buy at pi . Agent j then has two options: (i) “steal agent i ’s deal” and buy at pi ; or (ii) renegotiate and propose a selling price p j . If agent j renegotiates, agent i can either, steal agent j ’s deal and sell at p j , or compromise and p +p



buy at i 2 j . If agent i proposes to sell at pi instead, the symmetric game unfolds. That is, agent j can steal agent i ’s deal and sell at pi , or renegotiate and propose a buying price p j . Then, agent i can either steal agent j ’s deal and buy at p j or compromise and sell at the average price. Theorem 1. The divide-and-compromise mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibrium the balanced market allocation. Example 1 (continuation). If Mark is asked to move first in divide-andcompromise (Figure 1), the game has a unique backward induction solution. 1+r , Eduardo On the equilibrium path Mark proposes to buy at a price PbM ≡ 50 4+r Pb +Pb 5−r b renegotiates the price and proposes PE ≡ 50 , and finally Mark buys at M E 4+r



2



(see Appendix for the description of off equilibrium strategies). Symmetrically, if Eduardo is asked to move first, the game has a unique backward induction solution. On the equilibrium path Eduardo proposes to sell at PbE , Mark renePb +Pb gotiates the price and proposes PbM , and finally Eduardo sells at M E . 2
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Figure 1: Extensive game generated by the divide-and-compromise mechanism when Mark is asked to move first.



We will discuss here the intuition behind the equilibrium and present a formal proof in the Appendix. First we observe that both Mark and Eduardo reveal their roles as buyer and seller when they are given the opportunity to move first. This means that in the divide-and-compromise game, it is not profitable to pretend to be a seller for a high valuation agent or to pretend to be a buyer for a low valuation agent. Consider for instance Mark. If he proposes to sell, he will actually end up buying at a price that is at least x . It is not difficult to see why this is so. If Mark proposes to sell at a price higher than x , Eduardo can actually exercise his “steal the deal” option and force Mark to buy at that price. If Mark proposes to sell at a price PM < x , things are not better for him. Recall that Mark is indifferent from buying or selling at x . Thus, Mark prefers to buy at x than selling at PM , i.e., u M (x ) > PM . If Eduardo renegotiates and proposes a price PE = x +δ, Mark will actually buy at that price when δ > 0 is small compared with x − PM . We will see next that by proposing to be a buyer, Mark can actually buy at a price 12



lower than x . In this way our mechanism gives the incentives to the first mover to announce his real role in the transaction. Now, imagine that Mark proposes to buy at a price PM ≡ x . Eduardo can then either buy at x or propose a price PE . Eduardo knows that contingent on x +P price PE , Mark will choose his best between selling at PE and buying at 2 E .  P +P Thus, Eduardo’s optimal response is PE such that u M M 2 E = PE . If Eduardo x +x



proposes x , Mark strictly prefers to buy at 2 . Thus, Eduardo’s optimal proposal, which we denote PE (x ), is greater than x . Since Mark is indifferent between buying and selling at x , then the average price for the optimal response x +PE (x ) for Eduardo, i.e., is less than x . Since Eduardo is indifferent between 2 x +P (x )



E buying and selling at x , he prefers Mark buying at > x , than he buy2 ing at x (steal the deal option) or at PE (x ) > x . Thus, by proposing to buy at x , Mark can actually buy at a price that is less than x , his best outcome if he would pretend to be a seller. Observe that if Mark proposes to buy at x , Eduardo strictly prefers to sell x +PE (x ) > x than exercising his steal the deal option and buying himself at at 2 x . Of course Eduardo will not buy at PE (x ) > x . Thus, Mark still has room for obtaining a better deal by offering to buy at a price lower than x . The lowest price that Mark can achieve makes Eduardo indifferent between buying at PM P +P (P ) and selling at M 2E M , i.e.,



u E (PM ) =



PM + PE (PM ) . 2



(1)



Since Eduardo will extract all that he can from Mark, then Mark will be indifP +P (P ) ferent between buying at M 2E M and selling at PE (PM ), i.e., uM



�



‹ PM + PE (PM ) = PE (PM ). 2



(2)



Equations (1) and (2) have a unique solution PM = PbM and PE (PbM ) = PbE as defined in our description of the equilibrium path actions. Thus, if we denote by ∆ ≡ PbE − PbM ,     PbM + PbE 1 PbM + PbE PbM + PbE 1 PbM + PbE uE = − ∆ = and u M + ∆. 2 2 2 2 2 2 Thus, bM







PbM + PbE 2







= bE
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PbM + PbE 2







1 = ∆, 2



and



PbM + PbE . 2 Summarizing, in equilibrium there is indeed a price negotiation. First, Mark lowballs Eduardo and offers to buy for an unrealistic price PbM < x . Then, Eduardo renegotiates the price and proposes an unrealistically high price PbE > x . These two unrealistic proposals offset each other: their average is the balanced market transfer. Finally, Mark compromises and buys at the average price, leading to the balanced market allocation. For instance if r is ten percent, the lowest competitive transfer x is $25 million and the highest x is $47,619,048. If Mark moves first, he proposes to buy at $13,414,634, an unrealistic price knowing that Eduardo would prefer to buy at that price rather than selling. Eduardo can renegotiate, however. Indeed, Eduardo proposes a price of $59,756,098. This price would be unrealistic too, for Mark prefers to sell at this price rather than buying. The average of these prices, i.e., $36,585,366 is the balanced competitive transfer. Mark finally buys at this price. The case when Eduardo moves first is symmetric. xb =



Two-step divide-and-choose mechanism: Randomly order agents, say agent π(1) first and agent π(2) second. Ask agent π(1) to name a transfer t 1 ∈ R. Then, agent π(2) chooses between transferring t 1 to agent π(1) and being firstmover in the second step of the game, or receiving transfer t 1 from agent π(1) and being second mover in the second step of the game. Suppose that agent i is the first mover in the second step of the game and agent j the other agent. Ask agent agent i to name a transfer t 2 . Then agent j chooses between getting the object and transferring t 2 to agent i , or getting a transfer of t 2 from agent i and no object. The outcome of the game is the aggregate of both steps. Theorem 2. The two-step divide-and-choose mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibrium the balanced market allocation. It is tempting to think that the two-step divide-and-choose mechanism leads to the equal-income market allocation in which the equity surplus is shared equally, i.e., a high valuation agent gets the object and transfers the other agent (x + x )/2. This is so because apparently the value that both agents assign to getting first mover advantage in the second divide-and-choose stage is x − x . Indeed, one may think that incentives in this game are such that the first mover in the game needs to propose that the proposer of the second stage transfers (x − x )/2 to the other agent. Theorem 2 implies that this may not be true for non-quasi-linear preferences. The reason this is so, and the pseudo-argument 14



above is generally false, is that when preferences are not quasi-linear, agent’s preferences in the second stage of the game depend on the transfer in the first stage.13 Just think about Mark in our continuing example. If Eduardo transfers him some amount in the first stage of the game, his net-valuation in the second stage changes, because he does not have to pay interest on the amount that Eduardo transferred him. Example 1 (continuation). In our example, independently of the identity of the first mover, this agent reports a transfer xb − x . Then, the chooser in the first step is indifferent between the two options that he has. If Mark has the proposer role in the second step, he proposes a transfer of 25 million. If Eduardo r ( xb −x ). has the proposer role in the second step, he proposes a transfer of x + 2+r In both cases the final outcome is that Mark receives the object and transfers xb to Eduardo. Out of the equilibrium path, if the first mover reports a transfer less than xb − x , the second mover chooses to be the proposer of the second step. If the first mover reports a transfer higher than xb − x , the second mover chooses to be the chooser in the second step. In order to understand why these are the subgame perfect equilibria of the game, it is instructive to determine the best responses of the agents contingent on winning the proposer role. Suppose that Mark transfers b in the first step and is the proposer of the second step. There is a unique amount of money x that makes Eduardo indifferent between getting the object and transferring x − b to Mark or getting only a transfer x + b , i.e., such that u E (x − b ) = x + b . This amount is x . Thus, if Mark proposes x < x , Eduardo will choose to get the object. On the other hand, if x > x , Eduardo will choose the transfer. Thus, in a subgame perfect equilibrium Mark will propose, in the second step, x , and his utility will be max{x − b , u M (x + b )}. This utility is a decreasing function of b . Eduardo’s utility is x + b , an increasing function of b . Now, suppose that Eduardo transfers b in the first step and is the proposer of the second step. Again there is a unique amount of money x that makes Mark indifferent between getting the object and transferring x − b to Eduardo or getting only a transfer x + b , i.e., such that u M (x − b ) = x + b . This amount rb rb . Thus, if Eduardo proposes x < x + 2+r , Mark will choose to get the is x + 2+r rb object. On the other hand, if x > x + 2+r , Mark will choose the transfer. Thus, in a subgame perfect equilibrium Eduardo will propose, in the second step,  rb rb rb , and his utility will be max x + 2+r − b , u E x + 2+r + b . This utility x + 2+r rb is a decreasing function of b . Mark’s utility will be x + 2+r + b , an increasing 13



Indeed, even in subgame perfect equilibria of the game induced by the two-step divide-andchoose, there may be off-equilibrium strategies that produce inefficient allocations.
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function of b . If Mark transfers b = xb − x and is the proposer of the second step, his utility will be u M ( xb), for u M (x + b ) = u M ( xb) > u M (x ) = x > x > x − b . Moreover, Eduardo’s utility will be xb and u E ( xb − 2b ) = xb . By definition of xb , u M ( xb) = xb + 2b . Now, if Eduardo transfers b = xb − x and is the proposer of the second step, he rb . Recall that for b = xb − x , u M ( xb) = xb + 2b , or equivalently, will propose x + 2+r rb rb = xb + b and x + 2+r − b = xb . Since u M (( xb + b ) − b ) = ( xb + b ) + b . Thus, x + 2+r  rb xb > x = u E (x ) > u E (x ) > u E x + 2+r + b , Eduardo’s utility will be xb and Mark’s will be u M ( xb). Thus, when the first mover reports a transfer xb − x , independently of the identity of this agent, the outcome of the game, in welfare terms, is independent of the action of the second mover. Thus, by reporting a transfer xb − x , both Mark and Eduardo, as first movers, can guarantee themselves utilities u M ( xb) and xb , respectively. Note also that the second mover has always the option to be the proposer or chooser in the second step of the game. Thus, for each proposal of the first mover, both Mark and Eduardo, as second movers, can guarantee themselves utilities u M ( xb ) and xb , respectively. Since the market outcome associated with xb is Pareto efficient, it must be the outcome of any subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. It is easy to see that the strategies described above are indeed a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game.



5



Discussion and concluding remarks



We proved that divide-and-compromise and two-step divide-and-choose are two mechanisms that achieve three normative and practical objectives for the allocation of one object when monetary compensation is possible between two agents who know each other well. First, they implement in subgame perfect equilibria the balanced market allocation, an efficient allocation which is also an equitable compromise in the set of all equal-income market allocations. Second, the mechanisms are fully sequential and have perfect information. Third, for each utility profile the subgame perfect equilbirium outcome of our games, in welfare terms, is independent of the order in which agents move. We have considered the subgame perfect prediction for the extensive games that are induced by our mechanisms. This is a compelling prediction for these types of games. If one considers Nash equilibrium instead, the set of equilibrium outcomes is enlarged. There is a clear limit to this expansion, however. For each mechanism, each agent has a strategy that guarantees her worst equal-income payoff.14 This implies that each Nash equilibrium of the induced 14 For the divide-and-compromise, a first mover can offer to buy or sell at her net-valuation. This leads either to the worst equal-income market payoff if the second-mover steals the deal, or
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game must be an equal-income market allocation. It is usually the case that the implementation of social choice correspondences by means of non-cooperative games is easier when there are more than two agents (c.f Dutta and Sen, 1991). Our desiderata of equity, full sequentiality, and invariance to the order in which agents move, seems to make the extension of our results from the two-agent case a difficult task, however.15 We discuss now a natural approach to this extension which is partially successful. Formally, suppose that the set of agents is N ≡ {1, ..., n} with n ≥ 3. These agents collectively and symmetrically own an object. One agent is to receive the object and compensate the other agents (or being compensated by the other agents to receive the object). Each agent has a utility function u i : R → R. For each x ∈ R, u i (x ) is the agent’s utility of receiving the object and transferring, in aggregate to the other agents, x . The utility of receiving x amount of money and no object is x .16 For this agent, there is a unique amount, which we denote again by xi∗ , such that xi∗ /(n − 1) = u i (xi∗ ), i.e., the agent is indifferent between receiving the object and paying xi∗ and receiving xi∗ /(n − 1) and ∗ and no object. We refer to xi∗ as agent i ’s net-valuation for the object. Let x[n ] ∗ ∗ x[n −1] be the first and second order statistics of the vector (xi )i ∈N . One can easily see that the set of equal-income market allocations for this economy is that at which an agent with maximal xi∗ receives the object and transfers the other ∗ agents, in aggregate, an amount x ∈ [x[n , x ∗ ]. All agents who do not receive −1] [n ] the object receive an equal share of x , i.e., x /(n − 1). to a final stage in which there is always an action that produces at least the worst equal-income market payoff. A second mover can always steal the deal if this is at least as good as her worst equal-income market allocation, or renegotiate and offer her net-valuation as counterproposal price. For the two-step divide-and-choose the first mover can propose no transfer in the first step. The second mover can choose to be the chooser in the second round unless she is paid for being the proposer. 15 We should note that if the admissible domain of preferences is restricted to be a subdomain of the quasi-linear domain in which values are bounded, one could achieve our goals with a simple mechanism (see Moore and Repullo, 1988, Sec. 5). Essentially, for any pair of different agents, say i and j , it is possible to elicit the preferences of agent i simply by asking the agent directly for them and allowing agent j to challenge i ’s report in a way that rewards agent j when i ’s report is false. This mechanism has two main issues. First, if there are only two agents this device may imply some money is burned when a true report is challenged. Second, independently of the number of agents, it requires extreme punishments and rewards that heavily depend on the modelers knowledge of a bound for each agent’s utility. The approach to the implementation, in subgame perfect equilibria, of non-cooperative solutions to the bargaining problem, advanced by Samejima (2005), cannot be reproduced in our environment because here we have no publicly known outcomes that are simultaneously the best for an agent and the worst for all other agents in the feasible set. 16 Our restrictions on utility amount to require that preferences should be continuous and monotone in money.
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We first generalize the divide-and-choose mechanism to the n-agent case. n -agent divide-and-choose mechanism: Let π : N → N be a permutation of N . We interpret π as an ordering of the set of agents, i.e., agent π(1) is first, agent π(2) is second, and so on. Consider the following extensive game form. Stage 1: Agent π(1) reports a transfer x1 ∈ R. Stage k , with k ∈ {2, ..., n}: Agent π(k ) either reports a transfer xk ≥ xk −1 or “stays,” i.e., renounces her option to obtain the object at transfer xk −1 . In the later case xk = xk −1 . Let i be the last agent to report a transfer. Agent i receives the object and transfers, in aggregate, xn to the other agents. The agents who do not receive the object receive an equal share of xn , i.e., xn /(n − 1). Proposition 1. For each u, the set of subgame perfect equilibrium outcomes of the n-agent divide-and-choose game is the set of equal-income market allocations preferred for the first-mover. In the same spirit as the two-step divide-and-choose, one can try to achieve an equitable compromise among the set of equal-income market allocations, with a fully sequential mechanism, by running again the n-agent divide-andchoose to determine the first mover in the n-agent divide-and-choose.



Two-step n -agent divide-and-choose mechanism: Let π : N → N be a permutation of N . Run the n -agent divide-and-choose to determine who is the first mover in the second stage of the game. Let i be this agent and πi a permutation such that πi (1) = i . Then, determine who receives the object by running the n -agent divide-and-choose following order πi . The allotment of each agent is the aggregate between the two steps. The outcome of the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose mechanism depends on the parameter π when n ≥ 3. A quasi-linear economy illustrates this. If utility functions satisfy this restriction, the outcome of the second step of the game depends only on the identity of the agent who is selected to be first mover independently of the transfer that this agent makes in the first step. In particular, we know that an agent with high net-valuation for the object receives it. Let xl1 and xH1 be the transfers made, in the second step, by the agent who receives the object when the first mover in the second step of the game has low net-valuation and high net-valuation, respectively. Let d 1 = xH1 − xl1 and to avoid trivialities suppose that d 1 > 0. Let i be the agent who receives the object. Agent i ’s net-valuation of being the first mover in the second step of the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose game, instead of another agent, is t i∗ ≡ (n − 1)d /n. The net-valuation of being the first mover in the second step of the game, instead of agent i , for any other agent, say j , is t j∗ ≡ d /n. A similar analysis as that in the proof of Proposition 1 allows one to characterize the 18



outcomes of this game.17 Agent i receives the first mover role in the second step of the game. If agent i is the first mover in the two-step game, she transfers in aggregate of the two steps, xl2 ≡ xl1 + d 1 /n. If any other agent is the first mover in the two-step game, agent i transfers in aggregate of the two steps, xH2 ≡ xH1 − d 1 /n. Even though the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose does not produce an outcome that is independent of the order in which agents move, the variance of the outcome across different orders of play decreases compared with the nagent divide-and-choose mechanism. Interestingly, by increasing the number of steps in which the n-agent divide-and-choose mechanism is played, one can reduce this variance to an arbitrarily small value when preferences are quasilinear.



k-step n -agent divide-and-choose mechanism (for k ≥ 3): Let π : N → N be a permutation of N . Run the n -agent divide-and-choose to determine who is the first mover in the next step of the game. Let i be this agent and πi a permutation such that πi (1) = i . Then, determine who receives the object by running the (k − 1)-step n -agent divide-and-choose following order πi . The allotment of each agent is the aggregate between the two steps. Let i be an agent with high net-valuation for the object. In order to make an inductive analysis, suppose that the outcome of the second step of the k step n-agent divide-and-choose (i.e., the (k −1)-step n-agent divide-and-choose game) is as follows: agent i receives the object and transfers the other agents xlk −1 or xHk −1 depending on whether the first mover in the (k − 1)-step n-agent divide-and-choose game is agent i or another agent, respectively. Let d k −1 = xHk −1 − xlk −1 and suppose d k −1 > 0. One can replicate the analysis of the twostep n-agent divide-and-choose game: agent i is the first mover in the second step, i.e., the (k − 1)-step game; if agent i is the first mover in the k -step game, she transfers in aggregate, xlk ≡ xlk −1 + d k −1 /n; otherwise, she transfers, in aggregate, xHk ≡ xHk −1 − d k −1 /n. Thus, d k = d k −1 (1 − 2/n), limk →∞ d k = 0, and for k large, the k -step n-agent divide-and-choose mechanism “essentially” implements in subgame perfect equilibria the middle point of the set of equalincome market allocations when preferences are quasi-linear.18 17 The first step in the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose is not strategically equivalent to the n-agent divide-and-choose with valuations (t i∗ )i ∈N . The issue is that an agent with low netvaluation for the object would pay zero for being the first mover in the second step of the game instead of another agent with low net-valuation for the object. These differences are not consequential for the analysis of the game, however. 18 It is an open question to analyze the k -step n-agent divide-and-choose game when k ≥ 2, n ≥ 3, and preferences may not be quasi-linear.
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This final result has two shortcomings. First, obtaining a good approximation of the middle point of the set of equal-income market allocations may require a game form that has too many stages and thus is not practical. Second, the middle point of the set of equal-income market allocations may not be the most compelling selection of this set for the n-agent case. One can argue this outcome is biased towards the agent with maximal net-valuation. Indeed, if one selects a permutation π at random with a uniform distribution, the expected transfer of the maximal net-valuation agent, in the n-agent divide-and∗ ∗ choose mechanism, is x[n /n + (n − 1)x[n /n. When preferences are quasi−1] ] linear, this outcome corresponds to the middle point of the equal-income market set only when n = 2. For each n > 3 and each k ≥ 2, the transfer made by the maximal net-valuation agent in each of the subgame perfect equilibrium out∗ come of the k -step n-agent divide-and-choose game is at most x[n −1] /n + (n − ∗ 1)x[n ] /n, but only achieves this value for k = 2 when an agent who is not a maximal net-valuation agent is the first mover. It is an interesting open question to design a fully sequential mechanism that implements in subgame perfect equilibria this “average market” outcome when preferences are quasi-linear. It is also an interesting open question to design fully sequential mechanisms whose subgame perfect equilibrium outcomes, in welfare terms, are invariant to the order of play in the general preference domain.19



Appendix: two general results One can describe the balanced market allocation as that in which the aggregate bias in the economy is shared equally by both agents. An arbitrator may have different social objectives than equalizing biases among agents, however. There may be verifiable characteristics of the agents that grant different treat19



We have also considered the following approach to this problem. For simplicity, we illustrate it with divide-and-compromise. First, adapt this two-agent mechanism to the n-agent case as follows. Select a pair of agents {i , j } ⊆ N . Then, proceed exactly as the divide-and-compromise mechanism in a two-agent economy with agents i and j , with the difference that the agent who does not receive the object receives 1/(n −1) of the transfer made by the other agent. Each agent in N \ {i , j } takes no action in the game and receives 1/(n − 1) of the transfer made by the agent who receives the object. The challenge is, of course, to design a mechanism that selects a pair of agents in order to play the modified version of the two-agent game. Interestingly, in the quasilinear domain, if one selects the agents with the highest two net-valuations, the outcome that results is the average equal-income market allocation, i.e., that at which the transfer is x[n∗ −1] /n + (n −1)x[n∗ ] /n. Unfortunately, the most natural alternatives that we have considered, which follow the logic of the n-agent divide-and-choose game, do not produce mechanisms whose subgame perfect equilibria, in welfare terms, are independent of the order of play. It is an open question whether this approach can also be successfully modified.
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ment of the agents. For instance, the government may be interested in favoring minorities or small business owners. Without giving up equal-income market allocations, the arbitrator can favor an agent by selecting an allocation that ensures a given percentage of the aggregate bias to a certain agent. Given ρ ∈ [0, 1] and agent i , Tadenuma and Thomson (1995b) propose to select the allocation that gives a proportion ρ of the aggregate bias to this agent. One can easily show that for i ∈ N , there is a unique x ∈ [x , x ] such that bi (x ) = ρ. bi (x ) + b j (x )



(3)



We denote this amount by xbρi and refer to the corresponding efficient allocations as the ρ-biased market allocations. Observe that the balance market allocations correspond to xb i1 independently of the identity of i ∈ N . Moreover, j



2



for each ρ, xbρi = xb1−ρ .



Our mechanisms can be modified so they implement xbρi in subgame perfect equilibria. For simplicity, we present the analysis for ρ ∈ (0, 1).20



(i , ρ)-divide-and-compromise mechanism. Agent i , proposes either to buy or sell the object and names a price. Suppose that i proposes to buy at pi . Agent j then has two options: (i) “steal agent i ’s deal” and buy at pi ; or (ii) renegotiate and propose a selling price p j . If agent j renegotiates, agent i can either, steal agent j ’s deal and sell at p j , or compromise and buy at ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j . If agent i proposes to sell at pi instead, the symmetric game unfolds. That is, agent j can steal agent i ’s deal and sell at pi , or renegotiate and propose a buying price p j . Then, agent i can either steal agent j ’s deal and buy at p j or compromise and sell at ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j .



We say that a sequential mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibria xbρi if for each u , the following two conditions hold: (i) each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the game induced by the mechanism for profile u is a ρ -biased market allocation for u , and (ii) each ρ -biased market allocation for u is a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of this game. Theorem 3. The (i , ρ)-divide-and-compromise mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibria xbρi . 20 The extreme cases ρ ∈ {0, 1} are implemented in subgame perfect equilibria by the divideand-choose mechanism.
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Proof. All statements that we make in the the remainder of this proof concern a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. In order to avoid trivialities suppose that x < x . Suppose first that agent i is a high valuation agent. We show that backward induction singles out the following equilibrium path. There are two prices pbi and pbj such that: Agent i proposes to buy at pbi < x ; then, agent j renegotiates and proposes selling at pbj > x ; and these prices are uniquely defined by the system: u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj ) = pbj and u j (pbi ) = ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj .



Then, agent i buys at ρ pbi +(1−ρ)pbj . Off equilibrium, each agent always chooses, among the actions that maximize her payoff, one action that maximizes the other agent’s payoff.21 First, observe that since u i is continuous, onto, and decreasing, for each pi ∈ R, there is a unique q (pi ) ∈ R such that u i (ρpi +(1−ρ)q (pi )) = q (pi ). Moreover, q (pi ) is decreasing and onto.22 Since u i is decreasing, ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) is an increasing function of pi . We claim that q is a continuos function. Let t {pit }∞ t =1 be a convergent sequence and pi ≡ limt →∞ pi . Since the sequence is convergent, then it is bounded. Since q is monotone, then the sequence {q (pit )}∞ t =1 is also bounded. Consider an arbitrary subsequence, which we de˜ ˜it )}∞ ˜it ). note by {p˜it }∞ t =1 , such that {q (p t =1 is convergent. Let q ≡ limt →∞ q (p Since u i is continuous, then u i (ρpi + (1 − ρ)q˜ ) = q˜ . Thus, q˜ = q (pi ). Since {q (pit )}∞ t =1 is bounded and each of its convergent subsequences converges to q (pi ), then {q (pit )}∞ t =1 is convergent and its limit is q (pi ). Thus, q is continuous. Since q is onto, for each y ∈ R there is pi such that u i (ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi )) = q (pi ) = y . Since u i is decreasing, ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) is unbounded. Since, ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) is continuous, it is also onto. Since u j is a continuous, onto, and decreasing function and ρpi +(1−ρ)q (pi ) is a continuous, onto, and increasing function of pi , then there is a unique pi , which we denote by pbi , such that u j (pbi ) = ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi ). Since q (x ) = x , then q (x ) > x . Thus, u j (x ) < ρx + (1 − ρ)q (x ). Thus, pbi < x and q (pbi ) > x . Suppose that agent i has proposed to buy at price pi and agent j renegotiated and proposed price p j . Then, agent i buys at ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j , when u i (ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j ) > p j and sells at p j when u i (ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j ) < p j . Suppose now that agent i proposed to buy at pi . Then agent j ’s utility of the different actions is: u j (pi ) if buying at pi ; u j (p j ) if renegotiating and proposing p j > q (pi ); 21 We concentrate on the proof that any SPE needs to have this structure. From our intermediate steps it is easy to see these strategies constitute a SPE. 22 q is onto because since u is onto, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, for each x , the equation u i (y + (1 − ρ)x ) = x has a solution.
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and ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j if renegotiating and proposing p j < q (pi ). If pi > pbi , then ρpi +(1−ρ)q (pi ) > u j (pi ). Thus, agent j will play a best response whenever can achieve a utility level of max{u j (q (pi )), ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi )}. Thus, agent i must choose the best for agent j when indifferent between her actions after she first reported pi > pbi and agent j renegotiated and proposed p j = q (pi ). Suppose that agent i proposes to buy. We claim that if this agent proposes pi > pbi , her utility is less than u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi )). There are three cases. Suppose first that pbi < pi < x . Then, q (pi ) > x . Thus, ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) > ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi ) > x = u j (x ) > u j (x ) > u j (q (pi )). Thus, agent j renegotiates and proposes p j = q (pi ) and agent i buys at ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) > ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi ). Now, suppose that pi = x . Then, agent j renegotiates and proposes p j = x = q (x ). Since pbi < x , ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi ) < ρx + (1 − ρ)q (x ) = x . Thus, agent i ’s utility is u i (x ) < u i (pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi )). Finally, suppose that pi > x . Then, agent i either buys at ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) > x , or sells at q (pi ) < x . Both outcomes are worse than buying at ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi ). Observe that by proposing a price just above pbi , agent i can guarantee a utility level arbitrarily close to u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi )). Now, if agent i proposes pi < pbi , then u j (pi ) > ρpi + (1 − ρ)q (pi ) and u j (pi ) > u j (x ) > u j (q (pi )). Thus, if agent i proposes to buy at pi < pbi , agent j buys at pi . Altogether, agent i ’s utility of proposing to buy is bounded above by u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi )). Now, if agent i proposes to sell at pi and agent j renegotiates and proposes p j , this leads to agent i buying at p j if u i (p j ) > ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j and selling at ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j if u i (p j ) < ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j . One can show (see above) that there is a unique r (pi ) such that u i (r (pi )) = ρpi + (1 − ρ)r (pi ); that r (pi ) is decreasing in pi ; and that ρpi + (1 − ρ)r (pi ) is increasing in pi . Clearly, r (x ) = x . Thus, if agent i proposes to sell at pi and agent j renegotiates and proposes p j , agent j ’s utility is  p j if p j < r (pi ), u j (ρpi + (1 − ρ)p j ) if p j > r (pi ). Suppose that agent i proposes to sell at pi > x . Since r (pi ) < x < ρpi + (1 − ρ)r (pi ), pi > max{u j (x ), x } ≥ max{u j (ρpi + (1 − ρ)r (pi )), r (pi )}. Thus, if agent i proposes to sell at pi > x , agent j will sell at pi and agent i ’s utility will be u i (pi ) < u i (x ). Suppose now that agent i proposes to sell at pi < x . Thus, pi < x < r (pi ). Thus, if agent i proposes to sell at pi < x , agent j will necessarily renegotiate and propose r (pi ) and agent i will break the tie between buying at r (pi ) and selling at ρpi +(1−ρ)r (pi ) in favor of agent j . Thus, if agent i proposes to sell at pi < x , her utility will be at most u i (r (pi )) < u i (x ). If agent i 23



proposes to sell at x , either agent j sells at x , or renegotiates and proposes x and agent i buys at x . In any case, agent i ’s utility is u i (x ). Thus, agent i ’s best first move leads to an outcome that gives this agent a utility level u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)q (pbi )). This can be achieved only by proposing to buy at pbi , then agent j renegotiates and proposes pbj ≡ q (pbi ), and finally, agent i buys at ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj . Let ∆ ≡ pbj − pbi > 0 and z ≡ ρ pbi +(1−ρ)pbj . Recall that u j (pbi ) = ρ pbi +(1−ρ)pbj and u i (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj ) = pbj . Thus, u j (z − (1 − ρ)∆) = z and u i (z ) = z + ρ∆.



Thus, bi (z ) = ρ∆, b j (z ) = (1 − ρ)∆, and z = xbρi . If agent i is a low valuation agent, one can see that backward induction singles out symmetric equilibrium strategies: Agent i proposes to sell at pbi > x ; agent j renegotiates and proposes price pbj < x ; these prices are uniquely defined by the system u j (ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj ) = pbi and u i (pbj ) = ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj .



Then, agent i sells at z ≡ ρ pbi + (1 − ρ)pbj . Let ∆ ≡ pbi − pbj . Then, u j (z ) = z + (1 − ρ)∆ and u i (z − ρ∆) = z . Thus, z = xbρi .



(i , ρ)-two-step divide-and-choose mechanism: First, ask agent i to report a transfer t 1 . Then agent j chooses between: (1) agent j is the proposer of the second step of the game and transfers (1 − ρ)t 1 /ρ to agent i ; or (2) agent i is the proposer of the second step of the game and transfers t 1 to agent j . Then, run the divide-and-choose mechanism with the endogenously determined proposer. The outcome of the game is the aggregate of both stages. Theorem 4. The (i , ρ)-two-step divide-and-choose mechanism implements in subgame perfect equilibrium xbρi . That is, for each u, each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the game induced by the mechanism is xbρi and xbρi is a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of this game.



Proof. Suppose first that agent i is a high valuation agent. We claim that the set of subgame perfect equilibria in this case can be described as follows: Agent i reports t 1 = b j ( xbρi )/2 and agent j either accepts or rejects. Then, if agent i has the proposer role in the second step, he proposes a transfer of xbρi − b j ( xbρi )/2. If agent j has the proposer role in the second step,



he proposes a transfer of xbρi + b j ( xbρi )/2. In both cases the final outcome is that agent i receives the object and transfers xbρi to agent j . Out of the equilibrium 24



path, if agent i reports t 1 below her equilibrium bid, agent j chooses to be the proposer of the second step of the game. If agent i reports a t 1 above her equilibrium bid, agent j chooses to be the chooser in the second step of the game.23 In order to understand why the subgame perfect equilibria of the game must have the structure above, it is instructive to determine the best responses of the agents contingent on having the proposer role. Let k ∈ N and l 6= k be the agents (these statements are independent of the order in which the agents are playing in the first step of the game). Suppose that agent k transfers b in the first step of the game and obtains the proposer role in the second step. Since u l is monotone, continuous, and onto, there is a unique z bl such that u l (z bl − b ) = z bl + b . Thus, if agent k proposes x < z bl , agent l will choose to get the object. On the other hand, if x > z bl , agent l will choose the transfer. Thus, in a subgame perfect equilibrium, in the second step of the game, agent k will propose z bl and his utility will be max{z bl − b , u k (z bl + b )}. We claim that z bl − b is a decreasing function of b and z bl + b is an increasing function of b . Let b ′ > b . Suppose by contradiction that z bl ′ − b ′ ≥ z bl − b . Then, u l (z bl ′ − b ′ ) ≤ u l (z bl − b ) = z bl + b . Since z bl ′ − b ′ ≥ z bl − b and b ′ > b , z bl ′ + b ′ > z bl + b . Thus, u l (z bl ′ − b ′ ) < z bl ′ + b ′ . This is a contradiction. Since z bl ′ − b ′ < z bl − b , then u l (z bl ′ − b ′ ) > u l (z bl − b ). Thus, z bl ′ + b ′ > z bl + b . Thus, agent k ’s utility of being a proposer of the second step when she transfers b in the first step is a decreasing function of b and agent l ’s utility an increasing function of b . We claim now that if agent i reports b j ( xbρi )/2 and agent j chooses to be a chooser in the second step, agent i ’s utility is u i ( xbρi ) and agent j ’s utility is xbρi . By definition of xbρi , u j ( xbρi − b j ( xbρi )) = xbρi . By monotonicity of u j , z ≡ xbρi − b j ( xbρi )/2 is the unique value such that u j (z − b j ( xbρi )/2) = z + b j ( xbρi )/2.



Thus, agent j ’s utility is xbρi and agent i ’s utility is max{ xbρi −b j ( xbρi ), u i ( xbρi )}. Since u i ( xbρi ) > u i (x ) = x > xbρi > xbρi − b j ( xbρi ). Then, agent i ’s utility is u i ( xbρi ). Finally, we claim that if agent i reports b j ( xbρi )/2 and agent j chooses to be a proposer of the second step, agent j ’s utility is xbρi and agent i ’s utility is u i ( xbρi ). By defini-



tion of xbρi , u i ( xbρi ) = xbρi + bi ( xbρi ). By monotonicity of u i , z ≡ xbρi + bi ( xbρi )/2 is the unique value such that u j (z − bi ( xbρi )/2) = z + bi ( xbρi )/2. Thus, agent i ’s utility is u i ( xbρi ) and agent j ’s utility is max{ xbρi , u i ( xbρi + bi ( xbρi ))}. Since xbρi > x = u j (x ) > u j ( xbρi ) > u i ( xbρi + bi ( xbρi )), then agent agent j ’s utility is xbρi .



23 We concentrate on the proof that any SPE needs to have this structure. From our intermediate steps it is easy to see these strategies constitute a SPE.
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By (3), bi ( xbρi ) 2



=



i ρ b j ( xbρ ) . 1−ρ 2



Thus, if agent i reports t 1 = b j ( xbρi )/2, the utility of both agents is independent of who is the proposer of the second step of the game. Thus, agents i can secure herself a utility level of u i ( xbρi ). Likewise, agent j can secure herself a utility of



xbρi , by selecting to be the proposer if t 1 < b j ( xbρi )/2, and to be the chooser otherwise. Since the market outcome associated with xbρi is Pareto efficient, it must be the outcome of any subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. Since utilities are monotone functions of winning bids, it is easy to see that the strategies described above are indeed subgame perfect equilibria of the game. The argument is symmetric when agent j is a high valuation agent. Proof of Proposition 1. Observation 1: Let k ∈ {1, ..., n} and suppose that for ∗ each l = k , ..., n, xk −1 > xπ(l ) . Then, in a subgame perfect equilibrium, the unique best response of agent π(k ) at this history is to stay. This follows from ∗ the definition of xπ(n when k = n. Now suppose that it is true for each l > k . If ) agent π(k ) reports xk ≥ xk −1 , the induction hypothesis implies she gets the object and transfers xk . If agent π(k ) stays, the induction hypothesis implies an∗ other agent gets the object and transfers xk −1 . By the definition of xπ(k , agent ) π(k )’s unique best response in a subgame perfect equilibrium at this history is to stay. Observation 2: In each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome, for each i ∈ N , agent i obtains a utility level of at least u i (xi∗ ) = xi∗ /(n −1). This is so because if agent i moves at step k , she obtains a utility of at least u i (xi∗ ) by reporting ∗ ∗ ∗ xk ≡ xπ(k ) if x k −1 ≤ x π(k ) or by staying if x k −1 > x π(k ) . ∗ ∗ Suppose that agent π(1) is such that xπ(1) < x[n . We claim that if agent π(1) ] ∗ reports x[n ] −ǫ with ǫ > 0, she guarantees that some other agent reports a trans∗ fer at least x[n − ǫ. Consider the time in which the last agent who has maximal ] ∗ xi moves. Let j be this agent and k > 1 be this stage. If the transfer at that stage is greater than x1 our claim is true. Now, suppose that at this point the transfer ∗ is still x1 . If agent j raises the transfer to xk ≡ x[n ] − δ > x 1 where δ > 0 guaran∗ ∗ tees for each l = k + 1, ..., n, xπ(l ) < x[n ] − δ, by Observation 1, agent j gets the ∗ object and transfers x[n ] − δ. Thus, in a subgame perfect equilibrium agent j ’s best response leads to agent j receiving the object and transferring at least x1 , ∗ or another agent receiving the object and transferring at least x[n ] . Thus, agent j ’s best response never leads to a final history in which agent 1 receives the object and transfers x1 . Since ǫ is arbitrary, in any subgame perfect equilibrium ∗ of the game, agent π(1) guarantees at least a utility value of x[n /(n − 1). This ] 26



means that in each subgame perfect equilibrium an agent receives the object ∗ and pays at least x[n ] for it. Moreover, by Observation 2, the agent who receives the object is a maximal net-valuation agent. Thus, in each subgame perfect ∗ equilibrium an agent with maximal xi∗ receives the object and pays x[n ] for it. ∗ ∗ Suppose now that π(1) is such that xπ(1) = x[n ] . By Observation 1, if agent ∗ π(1) reports x1 = x[n + ǫ with ǫ > 0, agent π(1) receives the object and trans−1] fers x1 . Thus, in a subgame perfect equilibrium, agent π(1)’s utility is at least ∗ ∗ u π(1) (x[n ). We claim that agent π(1)’s utility is actually equal to u π(1) (x[n ). −1] −1] Suppose by contradiction that agent π(1)’s best response produces a utility level ∗ ∗ of u π(1) (t ∗ ) > u π(1) (x[n ). Thus, t ∗ < x[n . By Observation 2, agent π(1) re−1] −1] ceives the object. Thus, agent π(1) must have reported x1 = t ∗ . Let j be the last ∗ ∗ ∗ agent to move whose net-valuation is x[n −1] . Then, t /(n − 1) < u j (x [n −1] ). This ∗ contradicts Observation 2. Since agent π(1)’s equilibrium utility is u π(1) (x[n −1] ), by Observation 2, an agent with maximal net-valuation gets the object and ∗ transfers x[n −1] . One can easily see that the following strategies constitute a subgame perfect equilibrium of this game for order π. For each k = 1, ..., n − 1, let x k ≡ ∗ maxl >k xπ(l . Agent π(1) reports t 1 = x 1 . For each k = 2, ..., n − 1, agent π(k )’s ) strategy depends only on t k −1 and the identity of the last agent to report a transfer before her. Denote by B Rk (t k −1 , i ) the action that agent π(k ) takes when the standing transfer is t k −1 and the last agent to report a transfer before her is ∗ agent i . If x k > xπ(k ),  x k if t k −1 < x k B Rk (t k −1 , i ) ≡ stay otherwise. ∗ If x k = xπ(k , )



B Rk (t k −1 , i ) ≡







∗ ∗ x k if t k −1 < x k , or t k −1 = x k and xπ(k ) ≥ xi stay otherwise.



∗ , If x k < xπ(k )



 if t k −1 ≤ x k  xk ∗ ∗ ≥ xi∗ t k −1 if x k < t k −1 < xπ(k ) , or t k −1 = x k and xπ(k B Rk (t k −1 , i ) ≡ )  stay otherwise.



∗ ∗ Agent π(n) reports t n −1 whenever t n −1 < xπ(n ) , or t n −1 = x π(n ) and the last agent ∗ ∗ to report a transfer, say i , is such that xπ(n ) ≥ xi . Agent π(n) stays otherwise. In the equilibrium just described, the agent with maximal net-valuation who moves last receives the object. One can easily modify these strategies so that on the equilibrium path, a given maximal net-valuation agent receives the object.
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Appendix not for publication Here we provide formal proofs of statements made without proof in the discussion section of the paper. The following propositions characterizes the subgame perfect equilibria of the Two-step n-agent divide-and-choose game for n ≥ 3 when preferences are quasi-linear. Proposition 2. Let u ≡ (u i )i ∈N be a profile of quasi-linear preferences, (xi∗ )i ∈N the corresponding vector of net valuations, and π a permutation of N . The set of subgame perfect equilibria of the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose game that follows order π is non-empty. Moreover, in each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the two-step n-agent divide-and-choose game that follows order π an agent with maximal net valuation receives the object and transfers, in aggregate,  1 ∗ n −1 ∗ ∗ ∗  n x[n −1] + n x[n ] if xπ(1) < x[n ] , x=  n −1 ∗ 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ n x [n −1] + n x [n ] if x π(1) = x [n ] .



to the other agents. Each of the agents who do not receive the object gets x /(n −1).



Proof. Since preferences are quasi-linear, the net value of each agent in the second step of the game does not depend on the outcome of the first step of the game. Thus, by backward induction we know that if agent i wins the first mover advantage in the first stage of the game and transfers t i to the other agents, then the outcome of the game is the best equal-income market outcome for agent i and each agent different from i gets an additional transfer of t i /(n − 1). ∗ ∗ ∗ To avoid trivialities suppose that x[n −1] < x [n ] . Let i ∈ N be such that x i < ∗ x[n ] . By backward induction, if agent i is indifferent between (i) transferring t i∗ to the other agents in the first step of the game and getting first-mover advantage in the second step of the game, and (ii) an agent with maximal xi∗ getting first-mover advantage in the second step of the game and transferring t i∗ to the other agents, it must be the case that: t∗ 1 1 x[n ] − t i∗ = x[n −1] + i . n −1 n −1 n −1 Thus,



Š 1€ ∗ ∗ x[n ] − x[n −1] . n ∗ . By backward induction, if agent i is indifferent Let i be such that xi∗ = x[n ] ∗ between (i) transferring t i to the other agents in the first step of the game and t i∗ =



1



getting first-mover advantage in the second step of the game, and (ii) another agent getting first-mover advantage in the second step of the game and transferring t i∗ to the other agents, it must be the case that: t i∗ n n ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ x[n − x − t = x − x + . [n −1] i [n ] n −1 ] n − 1 [n ] n −1 Thus,



Š n −1 € ∗ ∗ x[n ] − x[n −1] . n An similar analysis to that in Proposition 1 shows that in any subgame perfect equilibrium of the game the agent with maximal xi∗ gets to be the first mover in the second stage of the game.24 Moreover, this agent transfers the other agents an amount that depends on the identity of the first mover in the first step of € Š n −1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ < x[n the game. The agent transfers n x[n ] − x[n −1] if xπ(1) ] , and transfers € Š 1 ∗ ∗ n x [n ] − x [n −1] , otherwise. These correspond to the allocations in the statement of the theorem. t i∗ =



Finally, we consider detail the second approach to generalize our results for more than two agents that we briefly describe in footnote 19. The first step is to generalize two-agent mechanism in order to provide a solution to an n-agent problem.



Modified divide-and-compromise for {i , j } ⊆ N . Proceeds exactly as the divide-and-compromise mechanism in a two-agent economy with agents i and j , with the difference that the agent who does not receive the object receives 1/(n − 1) of the transfer made by the other agent. Each agent in N \ {i , j } takes no action in the game and receives 1/(n − 1) of the transfer made by the agent who receives the object. If preferences of agents i and j are represented by utility functions u i and u j , then the modified divide-and-compromise for {i , j } is equivalent to a twoagent economy divide-and-compromise game in which preferences are represented by the functions: vi (x ) ≡ u i ((n − 1)x ) and v j (x ) ≡ u j ((n − 1)x ) where x is the amount received by the agent who does not get the transfer. Note that the net valuation for vi and v j in the two-agent problem are the same as those for u i and u j in the n-agent problem, respectively. By Theorem 1 the outcome 24



The first step of the game is similar to an n-agent divide-and-choose game with agents whose net valuations for being first mover are (t i∗ )i ∈N . These two games differ in that the utility of an agent who is not a maximizer of xi∗ when another agent gets to be first mover in the second step of the game depends on the identity of this agent. This difference is not consequential for the analysis of the games, however.



2



of this game is the balanced market outcome for the two agent economy with preferences vi and v j . Let t n (u i , u j ) be the transfer made by the agent who receives the object in the modified divide-and-compromise for {i , j }. By the definition of the balanced market allocation, if xi∗ < x j∗ , then xi∗ < t n (u i , u j ) < x j∗ . Let t n∗ (u) ≡ max{t n (u i , u j ) : {i , j } ⊆ N , i 6= j }, be the maximal modified alternating pricing transfer among all pairs of agents. If t n∗ (u) is achieved for a pair of agents i and j , at least one of these agents is a ∗ maximal net valuation agent, i.e., max{xi∗ , x j∗ } = x[n . To see this suppose that ] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ xi ≤ x j < xk . Then, t n (u i , u j ) ≤ x j < t n (u j , u k ). By definition, t n∗ (u) ≥ x[n −1] . ∗ Thus, if t n (u) is achieved for the modified divide-and-compromise for a pair of agents i and j , the outcome of this game is an equal-income market allocation for u. When preferences are quasi-linear, t n∗ (u) is the average of transfers among the best equal-income market allocations for the agents. Lemma 1. Suppose that u ≡ (u i )i ∈N is a quasi-linear profile. Then, t n∗ (u) =



n −1 ∗ 1 ∗ x[n −1] + x[n ] . n n



∗ ∗ ∗ Proof. Let h and l be two agents such that xh∗ = x[n ] and x l = x [n −1] . Let u h (x ) = vh − x and u l (x ) = vl − x be respectively the quasi-linear utility of each agent for receiving the object and transferring x . Then, xh∗ = (n − 1)vh /n and xl∗ = (n − 1)vl /n. To avoid trivialities suppose that xh∗ > xl∗ . Let x ∈ [xl∗ , xh∗ ]. Then, bl (x ) = x − [vl − x /(n − 1)] and bh (x ) = (n − 1)(vh − x ) − x . Then in the modified divide-and-compromise for l and h , agent h receives the object and transfers t n (u l , u h ), which is characterized by



t n (u l , u h ) − [vl − t n (u l , u h )/(n − 1)] = (n − 1)(vh − t n (u l , u h )) − t n (u l , u h ). Thus,



˜ ˜ • • n −1 n −1 1 n −1 vl + vh . t n (u l , u h ) = n n n n



Thus, t n∗ (u) =



1 ∗ n −1 ∗ x[n −1] + x[n ] . n n



The challenge is then to guarantee the right pair of agents are selected to make the division. n -agent divide-and-compromise: Let π be a permutation



of N . In stage 1, agent π(1) reports a transfer t 1 and the set of eligible recipients 3



of the good is set to be (a 1 , b1 ) = (;, π(1)). In stage k, for k = 1, ..., n , agent π(k ) either “stays,” i.e., renounces the option of obtaining the object, or reports a transfer t k ≥ t k −1 . If agent π(k ) stays, the set of eligible recipients remains that of the previous stage, i.e., (a k , bk ) = (a k −1 , bk −1 ). If agent π(k ) reports t k = t k −1 , agent π(k ) selects the set of eligible recipients among {(bk −1 , π(k )), (;, π(k ))}. If agent π(k ) reports t k > t k −1 , the set of eligible recipients becomes (a k , bk ) = (;, π(k )). The outcome of the game is determined as follows. If there is a unique eligible recipient of the object, that agent receives it and transfers t n . If there are two eligible recipients, say i and j , then one runs the modified version of the divide-and-compromise game between agents i and j . The three-agent case provides some intuition on the properties of the nagent divide-and-compromise mechanism. The following proposition states that each subgame perfect equilibria of this game produces equal-income competitive allocations. Proposition 3. Suppose that n = 3. For each u, each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the n-agent divide-and-compromise mechanism is an equalincome competitive equilibrium for u. Proof. We prove first that for each u, in each subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the n-agent divide-and-compromise game a maximal-net valuation agent receives the object. We proceed by solving the game by backward induction and analyzing cases. For simplicity we denote t n∗ (u) by t ∗ . All claims that we make below are for a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. Observation 1: We claim first that agent π(3) never receives the object and ∗ to the other agents. This follows because agent π(3) transfers more than xπ(3) can always report t 3 = t 2 and set (a 3 , b3 ) = (b2 , π(3)). The outcome of the game is the outcome of the modified divide-and-compromise for agents b2 and π(3). ∗ So either agent π(3) receives the object and transfers no more than xπ(3) or re∗ ceives a transfer at least xπ(3) /2. Both of these options are strictly better than ∗ receiving the object and transferring more than xπ(3) . Note that this implies ∗ that agent π(3) guarantees a utility level of at least u π(3) (xπ(3) ). ∗ ∗ ∗ Case 1: max{x1 , x2 } < x3 and π(3) = 3. We claim that agent 3 guarantees utility level that is at least that she would obtain receiving the object and transferring t ∗ to the other agents, i.e., u 3 (t ∗ ). Consider a history (t 2 , a 2 , b2 ) at which agent 3 moves. Suppose without loss of generality that b2 = 2. Let z ∗ ∈ R be such that u 3 (t n (u 2 , u 3 ) = z ∗ /2, i.e., agent 3 is indifferent between getting the object and transferring t n (u 2 , u 3 ), and getting z ∗ /2 and no object. Since t n (u 2 , u 3 ) ≤ x3∗ , x3∗ ≤ z ∗ . Then, agent 3’s best responses induce the following outcome correspondence (here we only write the agent who gets the object 4



and the transfer that this agent makes in aggregate to the other agents; for instance (3, t ) means that agent 3 gets the object and transfers t , in aggregate, to the other agents, who each gets t /2):  (3, t 2 ) if t 2 ≤ t n (u 2 , u 3 )  (3, t n (u 2 , u 3 )) if t n (u 2 , u 3 ) ≤ t 2 ≤ z ∗ , or z ∗ < t 2 and a 2 = 1 Outcome =  (2, t 2 ) if z ∗ ≤ t 2 and a 2 = ;.



We claim that agent π(2) will not receive the object and transfer t ≥ t ∗ . Suppose without loss of generality that π(2) = 2. If agent 2 reports t 2 = max{t n (u 2 , u 3 ), t 1 } and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (1, 2), she guarantees the outcome will be (3, t n (u 2 , u 3 )). Since t ∗ > x2∗ and t n (u 2 , u 3 ) ≥ x2∗ , we have that u 2 (t ∗ ) < t n (u 2 , u 3 )/2. Finally, we claim that agent π(1) always guarantees for herself a utility level that is at least that she would obtain if agent 3 receives the object and transfers t ∗ to the other agents. Suppose without loss of generality that π(1) = 1. We prove that if agent 1 reports t 1 = t ∗ , she guarantees agent 3 receives the object and transfers t ∗ . Note that since agent 3 guarantees for herself a utility that is at least u 3 (t ∗ ) and agent 1 will not receive the object and transfer more than t 1 , agent 2’s utility is bounded above by t ∗ /2 when t 1 = t ∗ . Moreover, if agent 1 reported t 1 = t ∗ , agent 2 can always utility t ∗ /2 by either reporting t 2 = t 1 and by setting (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, π(1)) whenever t n (u 1 , u 3 ) = t ∗ , or by setting (a 2 , b2 ) = (1, 2) whenever t n (u 2 , u 3 ) = t ∗ . Now, the only actions of agent 2 that lead to agent 3 not receiving the object are those in which agent 2 reports t 2 such that t 2 /2 ≥ u 3 (t ∗ ) leading to agent 2 receiving the object and transferring t 2 ≥ t ∗ . Thus, any best response of agent 2 leads to agent 3 receiving the object and transferring t ∗ . We conclude that agent 1 will not receive the object, for otherwise she would have to transfer less than x1∗ and this contradicts that agent 3 gets a utility no less than u 3 (t ∗ ). Agent 2 will not receive the object, for otherwise she would have to transfer at least t ∗ so agent 3 gets a utility no less than x3∗ /2 (note that u 3 (x3∗ ) = x3∗ /2 and t ∗ ≤ x3∗ ). Thus, agent 3 receives the object. Since agent 3 guarantees a utility at least u 3 (t ∗ ) and agent 1 guarantees a utility at least t ∗ /2, agent 3’s transfer is t ∗ . Case 2: max{x1∗ , x2∗ } < x3∗ and π(2) = 3. We claim that agent 3 guarantees herself a utility that is at least u 3 (t ∗ ). Let t 1 be agent π(1)’s report. Suppose that agent 3 reports t 2 = max{t 1 , t ∗ } and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, 3) whenever t 2 = t 1 . By reporting t 3 = t 2 and setting (a 3 , b3 ) = (3, π(3)) agent π(3) guarantees herself ∗ a utility that is at least t n (u 3 , u π(3) )/2 > xπ(3) /2 ≥ u π(3) (t ∗ ). In order for agent π(3) to receive the object, she has to transfer at least t ∗ . Thus, agent π(3)’s best response will imply that agent 3 receives the object and transfers at most t ∗ . 5



We claim now that agent π(1) guarantees a utility of at least t ∗ /2. Suppose that this agent reports t 1 = t ∗ . If agent 3 reports t 2 > t 1 , the unique best response of agent π(3) is to report t 3 = t 2 and set (a 3 , b3 ) = (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, 3), so agent 3 receives the object and transfers t 2 . If agent 3 reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, 3), any best response of agent π(3) leads to agent 3 receiving the object and transferring t ∗ (if t n (u π(3) , u 3 ) < t ∗ , agent π(3) achieves this by setting (a 3 , b3 ) = (a 2 , b2 )). If agent 3 reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (π(1), 3), any best response of agent π(3) leads to agent 3 receiving the object and transferring t ∗ . ∗ Finally, by observation 1 and since t ∗ > xπ(3) , agent π(3) does not receive ∗ the object and transfers at least t . Since agent π(1) guarantees a utility level of t ∗ /2 and agent 3 guarantees a utility level of at least u 3 (t ∗ ), agent π(1) does not receive the object. Thus, an agent between 3 and π(3) receive the object and transfers at least t ∗ . Thus, agent 3 receives the object and transfers t ∗ . Case 3: max{x1∗ , x2∗ } < x3∗ and π(1) = 3. We claim that agent 3 guarantees a utility level at least u 3 (t ∗ ). Suppose that agent 3 reports t 1 = t ∗ +ǫ. We claim that agent π(2) guarantees a utility of at least t 1 /2. If this agent reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, 3), the unique best response of agent π(3) is to report t 3 = t 2 and set (a 3 , b3 ) = (;, 3). In this case agent 3 receives the object and transfers t ∗ +ǫ ∗ to the other agents. By observation 1 and since t 1 > t ∗ > xπ(3) , agent π(3) never ∗ receives the object and transfers at least t at any history. If agent π(2) reports t 2 > t 1 or sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, π(2)), agent π(3)’s unique best response leads to agent π(2) receiving the object and transferring t 2 to the other agents. If agent π(2) reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, π(2)), agent π(3)’s best response leads either to agent π(2) receiving the object and transferring t 2 or agent π(3) receiving the object and transferring t n (u π(2) , u π(3) ) < t ∗ . Thus, agent π(2)’s best response guarantees agent 3 will receive the object and transfer at least t 1 . Thus, agent 3 receives the object and transfers t 1 to the other agents. Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary, agent 3 guarantees at least u 3 (t ∗ ). We claim now that neither agent π(2) nor π(3) receive the object. By our previous claim, if one of these agents receives the object, she has to transfer at least t ∗ . Thus, by Observation 1, agent π(3) does not receive the object. At ∗ any history (t 1 , a 1 , b1 ) agent π(2) guarantees a utility of at least u 2 (xπ(2) ) by re∗ porting t 2 = max{t 1 , xπ(2) } and setting (a 2 , b2 ) = (π(1), π(2)) whenever possible. Thus, agent 2 does not receive the object. Thus, agent 3 receives the object and ∗ ∗ transfers an amount in [x[n −1] , x [n ] ], i.e., an equal-income competitive equilibrium. A byproduct of the proof of Proposition 3 is that when there are three agents, if one of the second or third movers is an agent with maximal net-valuation, 6



then an agent with maximal net-valuation receives the object and transfers t n∗ (u). The following quasi-linear example with three agents shows that an agent with maximal net-valuation, when being first mover, may be able to guarantee herself a utility greater than u 3 (t n∗ (u)). Thus, the subgame perfect equilibrium outcomes of the n-agent divide-and-compromise game may depend on the order π.25 Example 2. Suppose that preferences are quasi-linear as follows: u 1 (t ) = 21−t , u 2 (t ) = 3 − t , and u 3 (t ) ≡ 15/2 − t . Note that x1∗ = 14, x2∗ = 2, x3∗ = 5, t n∗ (u) = t n (u 1 , u 3 ) = 11, t n (u 2 , u 3 ) = 4, and t n (u 1 , u 2 ) = 10. Suppose that π(1) = 1, π(2) = 2, π(3) = 3, and agent 1 reports t 1 = x2∗ = 2. If agent 2 reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (;, 2), agent 3’s unique best response leads to agent 3 getting the object and transferring x2∗ = 2. If agent 2 reports t 2 = t 1 and sets (a 2 , b2 ) = (1, 2), agent 3’s unique best response leads to agent 1 getting the object and transferring t n (u 1 , u 2 ) = 10. If agent 2 reports t 2 > t 1 , either agent 3 gets the object and transfers no more than 4 or agent 1 gets the object and transfers at least x3∗ = 5. Thus, agent 2’s best response in a subgame perfect equilibrium is to report t 2 = t 1 and set (a 2 , b2 ) = (1, 2), which leads to agent 3 getting the object and transferring t n (u 1 , u 2 ) = 10.



25 It is reasonable to conjecture that subgame perfect equilibria of the n-agent divide-andcompromise game exist. However, even for the three-agent case, this is non-trivial. We do not pursue the full analysis of this game because we have proved that its outcomes may depend on the order π.
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